/t/s/z/ts/ activities

For Pre-Intermediate (A2) students and
above
Purple Hippo

/t/s/z/ts/
‘Flies have rights’, ‘Goats that paint’ Teachers’ Notes
Purple Hippo

Rationale – this set of material focuses on accurately hearing and producing the
phonemes /t/s/z/ts/, at the ends of words, which are frequently mispronounced or
omitted by Vietnamese learners.
Below is a suggested guide for using the materials, with timings. Teachers should feel
free to adapt the materials and plan according to the needs of the class.

Phase 1 (15 minutes)
Introduce the phonemes that being studied. Focus on the sounds /σ/ and /t/. Using two
simple words, such as ‘rice’ and ‘right’, drill pronunciation with the class. Model and
explain how /s/ is formed by a continuous flow of air with the teeth together, while /t/ is
formed when the airflow is blocked by the position of the tongue against the roof of the
mouth, and the sound is initiated by the sudden dropping of the tongue. Drill ‘right’ and
‘rice’, then introduce /z/, for example, using ‘seas’, then contrasting this with ‘seat’.
Then work up to /ts/, modelling and explaining how the /t/ and /s/ blend into each other.
Drill ‘rights’ and ‘seats’.

Phase 2 (15 minutes)
Teacher dictation board race – a very important phase, in my experience,
as students often have profound difficulty in accurately distinguishing similar sounds,
even when carefully formed by a native speaker.
Project the table of words (Sheet 1) being studied onto the whiteboard (so make sure
it’s ready in the T Drive. You can reduce it if necessary.)
Put the group into two teams in two lines facing the board, each with a different colour
board pen. The teacher says a team and a word, and a player from that team circles a
word. For example, ‘Team 1, rights’

Phase 3 (15 minutes)
Word meaning – students have Sheet 3 (double-sided), which is the definitions
of the words, without the words being given. Have Sheet 1 (Key words) projected onto
the board, or on paper where the students can see it. As students find a word, they tell
the teacher, for example, ‘Number 1, Seat’, and the teacher marks ‘1’ on the board, if
that is being used. This ensures that students have to say the word.

Phase 4 (15 minutes)
Teacher dictation
The teacher dictates a random choice of ten words from the list for students to write
down, for example, ‘Rights, light, seat, stars, flights, flow, rye, course, sauce, goats’,
then check these by numbering the projected Sheet 1 on the board. A very useful
phase, as students have surprising difficulty in hearing the sounds, even when
correctly pronounced by a proficient speaker.

Phase 5 (15 minutes)
Student-student dictation
Another very valuable phase. In groups of 4, students write down, then dictate, a list of
six words that they choose from the 18 on the board. The other students write down
these on mini-whiteboards or on paper. The students then compare the results –
pronunciation errors are often revealed at this stage. It is much better to use groups of
4 – if done in pairs, there is a chance that the listening student will make a correct
guess on a badly pronounced item – this is far less likely in a group of four.

Phase 6 (15 minutes)
Student-student dictation mingle
Each student forms a single ‘nonsense sentence’, using prepositions to link the words
together, for example, ‘Ship on batch in cheap on Sue’. The nonsense element means
that mispronounced words cannot be guessed correctly from context, while it gives
practice in using the words as part of a longer chunk, rather than in isolation.
Students mingle and exchange sentences. Final results could be checked by having
the students write their own sentences in large letters on A4, and sticking these to the
wall/whiteboard.
Alternatively, the teacher can chop up Sheet 4 (Questions) or Sheet 5 (Short groups),
for the students to use as mingle material.

Phase 7 (20 minutes)
Student-student information exchange 1
Using the poem ‘Flies have rights’, (Sheets 6-9), students exchange information to
complete the whole poem.
This can be done in pairs, or by changing partners after each line has been completed.
In this case, one half of the class has the information, that they dictate to the rest of the
class. (Using Sheets 7 and 8/9). Alternatively, it can be done as a running dictation,
using Sheet 6.

Phase 8 (20 minutes)
Student-student information exchange 2
Using the poem ‘Goats that paint’, (Sheets 10-13), students exchange information to
complete the whole poem.
This can be done in pairs, or by changing partners after each line has been completed.
In this case, one half of the class has the information, that they dictate to the rest of the
class. (Using Sheets 11 and 12/13). Alternatively, it can be done as a running dictation,
using Sheet 10.

Phase 9 (15 minutes)
Crosswords 1 and 2
These can be done as follow-up at a later date, or used for homework (Sheets 14 and
15)

‘Flies have rights’, ‘Goats that paint’, key words
Sheet 1 /ts/

/s/z/

/t/

/-/
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rice

right

rye

wants

once

want
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court

core

courts course

caught
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lice

light

lie

seats

cease

seat

sea

starts

stars

start

star

sorts

sauce

sort

saw

sheets

she’s

sheet

she

boats

bows

boat

bow

flights

flies

flight

fly

goats

goes

goat

go

paints

pains

paint

pain

floats

flows

float

flow

Definition

1

/t/s/z/ts/
Target
word
seat

2

rice

A food crop that is very popular in Asia.

3

bow

If it rhymes with ‘so’, it’s like a knot, for example, when
a ribbon is tied in a girl’s hair.

4

sauce

A savoury liquid that may contain meat or vegetables,
for example, Bolognese ______ that goes with
spaghetti.

5

goat

An animal that is similar to a sheep.

6

flow

To move in a stream, for example, water ______
towards the sea.

7

right

Can mean correct, the opposite of left, or something
that is guaranteed by law, for example, the _______ to
see a lawyer.

8

court

A law _______ is where trials and other legal processes
take place. It can also be the home of a king or queen,
an open space surrounded by buildings, or a playing
area for sports like tennis and badminton.

9

cease

10

saw

To stop doing something. In war, a _______-fire is
when two sides temporarily stop fighting.
The past simple of ‘To see’, or a serrated tool for
cutting wood.

11

flight

The act of flying, or the ability to fly, or a trip by air.

12

pain

When something hurts, you feel ______.

13

rye

A cereal crop, similar to wheat, that can be used to
make dark bread or whiskey. ‘The Catcher in the _____’
is a famous novel by J.D. Salinger.

14

core

The centre or heart of something, for example, the
earth, an apple or a problem.

15

start

To begin something.

16

go

To proceed; the opposite of stop.

2

Something to sit on, for example, in a vehicle.

17

float

To rest naturally on the surface of water; the opposite
of ‘To sink’.

18

once

Describing an event that happens one time only.

19

caught

The past simple form of ‘To catch’.

20

light

Noun – the opposite of darkness, or something like a
lamp that you use when it is dark.
Verb – To bring ______ to something.
Adjective – not dark, or not heavy.

21

star

22

she

A shining thing in the sky – the sun is the closest one
to us.
A pronoun; the opposite of ‘he’.

23

boat

A vehicle that floats. It is normally smaller than a ship.

24

paint

Noun – a liquid that is applied to the surface of
something, normally to provide colour.
Verb – the act of putting ______ onto a surface,
normally with a brush.

25

want

To need or desire something.

26

lie

To be in a horizontal position, or to not tell the truth. A
______ is an untrue statement.

27

sort

A group or type of something. To ______ is to put into
groups.

28

course

A pathway to take, for example, in a running race, or an
ordered series of classes, such as an English
pronunciation ________. ‘Of _______’ is a statement
indicating certainty or truth, e.g., ‘Of ________ I’m your
mother’.

29

one

A number less than two.

30

lice

The plural of ‘louse’, a small insect that lives in hair
and drinks blood! Also known as ‘nits’.

31

sea

A large body of salty water.

32

sheet

Large and flat. For example, a bed______ is a _______
of cloth for your bed, a _______ of paper or a _______
of glass.
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/t/s/z/ts/
Target
word

Definition

1

Something to sit on, for example, in a vehicle.

2

A food crop that is very popular in Asia.

3

If it rhymes with ‘so’, it’s like a knot, for example, when
a ribbon is tied in a girl’s hair.

4

A savoury liquid that may contain meat or vegetables,
for example, Bolognese ______ that goes with
spaghetti.

5

An animal that is similar to a sheep.

6

To move in a stream, for example, water ______
towards the sea.

7

Can mean correct, the opposite of left, or something
that is guaranteed by law, for example, the _______ to
see a lawyer.

8

A law _______ is where trials and other legal processes
take place. It can also be the home of a king or queen,
an open space surrounded by buildings, or a playing
area for sports like tennis and badminton.

9

To stop doing something. In war, a _______-fire is
when two sides temporarily stop fighting.
The past simple of ‘To see’, or a serrated tool for
cutting wood.

10
11

The act of flying, or the ability to fly, or a trip by air.

12

When something hurts, you feel ______.

13

A cereal crop, similar to wheat, that can be used to
make dark bread or whiskey. ‘The Catcher in the _____’
is a famous novel by J.D. Salinger.

14

The centre or heart of something, for example, the
earth, an apple or a problem.

15

To begin something.

16

To proceed; the opposite of stop.

17

To rest naturally on the surface of water; the opposite
of to sink.

18

Describing an event that happens one time only.

19

The past simple form of ‘To catch’.

20

Noun – the opposite of darkness, or something like a
lamp that you use when it is dark.
Verb – To bring ______ to something.
Adjective – not dark, or not heavy.

21
22

A shining thing in the sky – the sun is the closest one
to us.
A pronoun; the opposite of ‘he’.

23

A vehicle that floats. It is normally smaller than a ship.

24

Noun – a liquid that is applied to the surface of
something, normally to provide colour.
Verb – the act of putting ______ onto a surface,
normally with a brush.

25

To need or desire something.

26

To be in a horizontal position, or to not tell the truth. A
______ is an untrue statement.

27

A group or type of something. To ______ is to put into
groups.

28

A pathway to take, for example, in a running race, or an
ordered series of classes, such as an English
pronunciation ________. ‘Of _______’ is a statement
indicating certainty or truth, e.g., ‘Of ________ I’m your
mother’.

29

A number less than two.

30

The plural of ‘louse’, a small insect that lives in hair
and drinks blood! Also known as ‘nits’.

31

A large body of salty water.

32

Large and flat. For example, a bed______ is a _______
of cloth for your bed, a _______ of paper or a _______
of glass.
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/t/s/z/ts/ questions

Purple Hippo

Students have one question each, and ask the question of other students in a
mingle. Students respond in the following format:

Q. Do goats paint stars?
A. No, goats paint boats.

Does she fly?
Do flies float?
Do boats have seats?
Does she like rice?
Do flies eat sauce?
Was the goat caught?
Do courts have lights?
Do you lie in the rye?
Do sheets fly on boats?

Do flights go on Friday?
Do paints flow like sauce?
Do boys wear bows?
Did your pains go?
Do lice float at sea?
Do stars light the boats?
Can you cease using sauce?
Will she start to paint your boat?

5

/t/s/z/ts/ short groups

Start bows right
Paint flies right
Goat stars seats
Rice flights sort
She’s rye stars
Lights boat one
Stars pains boat
Once core rights
Goats start sea
Rye flight sauce
Sheet boat goes
Once go flight
Court star right
Lice saw sauce
Goat goes right
Seats start once
She floats paint
Courts boats want
Rye sauce flies

Purple Hippo
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Flies have rights – complete version
Purple Hippo

‘Flies have rights’, says the fly, she flies and flies, I
don’t know why. If flies have rights, then what of
lice, and other things not so nice? It’s all a matter
for the courts, that’s surely right, I’ve always
thought. So if a fly is caught and trapped, what will
the court say about that?
In Bow Street court, the seats are packed, the right
of flies to fly is asked, the judge sits down, the trial
starts once, but the fly knows what she wants.
‘It’s ten to one, it’s lunch time now, don’t ask me
why, don’t ask me how! It’s time to fly! There’s rice
to eat, there’s sauce as well, all sorts of things to go
and smell!’
‘There’s a window I must fly against, and lights to
circumnavigate, where I must meet my dreadful
fate, wriggling fast on sticky tape’.
For many flies, their lives will cease, gazing at the
rice beneath, then at the stars parked overhead,
that light the way when flies are dead.
One fly that died, she saw her fate, said these
words when nearly late, ‘Of course, for once, I know
it sure, so let me tell you, one and all, a fly, she
starts, she comes and goes, the answer is upon
your nose, the reason for these many flights is ham
and jam and sticky rice’.

7 Flies have rights – students’ dictation cards
1. ‘Flies have rights’, says the fly, she flies and flies, I
don’t know why. If flies have rights, then what of lice, and
other things not so nice?
2. It’s all a matter for the courts, that’s surely right, I’ve
always thought. So if a fly is caught and trapped, what
will the court say about that?
3. In Bow Street court, the seats are packed, the right of
flies to fly is asked, the judge sits down, the trial starts
once, but the fly knows what she wants.
4. ‘It’s ten to one, it’s lunch time now, don’t ask me why,
don’t ask me how! It’s time to fly! There’s rice to eat,
there’s sauce as well, all sorts of things to go and smell!’
5. ‘There’s a window I must fly against, and lights to
circumnavigate, where I must meet my dreadful fate,
wriggling fast on sticky tape’.
6. For many flies, their lives will cease, gazing at the rice
beneath, then at the stars parked overhead, that light the
way when flies are dead.

7. One fly that died, she saw her fate, said these words
when nearly late, ‘Of course, for once, I know it sure, so
let me tell you, one and all, a fly, she starts, she comes
and goes, the answer is upon your nose, the reason for
these many flights is ham and jam and sticky rice’.
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Purple Hippo
Flies have rights – Student gapfill page, one-sided version
1. ‘_____ have _____’, says the _____, _____ _____ and _____, I
don’t know why. If _____ have _____, then what of _____, and
other things not so nice?
2. It’s all a matter for the _____, that’s surely _____, I’ve always
thought. So if a _____ is _____and trapped, what will the _____
say about that?
3. In _____ Street _____, the _____ are packed, the _____ of
_____ to _____ is asked, the judge sits down, the trial _____
_____, but the _____ knows what _____ _____.
4. ‘It’s ten to _____, it’s lunch time now, don’t ask me why, don’t
ask me how! It’s time to _____! There’s _____ to eat, there’s
_____ as well, all _____ of things to _____ and smell!’
5. ‘There’s a window I must _____ against, and _____ to
circumnavigate, where I must meet my dreadful fate, wriggling fast
on sticky tape’.
6. For many _____, their lives will _____, gazing at the _____
beneath, then at the _____ parked overhead, that _____ the way
when _____ are dead.
7. One _____ that died, she saw her fate, said these words when
nearly late, ‘Of _____, for _____, I know it sure, so let me tell you,
_____ and all, a _____, she _____, she comes and _____, the
answer is upon your nose, the reason for these many _____ is
ham and jam and sticky _____’.

9 Flies have rights –

Student gapfill page, two-sided version

1. ‘_____ have _____’, says the _____,
_____ _____ and _____, I don’t know
why. If _____ have _____, then what of
_____, and other things not so nice?
2. It’s all a matter for the _____, that’s
surely _____, I’ve always thought. So if a
_____ is _____and trapped, what will the
_____ say about that?
3. In _____ Street _____, the _____ are
packed, the _____ of _____ to _____ is
asked, the judge sits down, the trial _____
_____, but the _____ knows what _____
_____.
4. ‘It’s ten to _____, it’s lunch time now,
don’t ask me why, don’t ask me how! It’s
time to _____! There’s _____ to eat,
there’s _____ as well, all _____ of things
to _____ and smell!’

5. ‘There’s a window I must _____
against, and _____ to circumnavigate,
where I must meet my dreadful fate,
wriggling fast on sticky tape’.
6. For many _____, their lives will _____,
gazing at the _____ beneath, then at the
_____ parked overhead, that _____ the
way when _____ are dead.
7. One _____ that died, she saw her fate,
said these words when nearly late, ‘Of
_____, for _____, I know it sure, so let me
tell you, _____ and all, a _____, she
_____, she comes and _____, the answer
is upon your nose, the reason for these
many _____ is ham and jam and sticky
_____’.
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Goats that paint – complete version
Purple Hippo

If goats paint boats that float at sea, is there paint
for you and me? My friend the goat, she is a star,
her name is known both near and far, in art circles
she’s the leading light, the things she paints are
always right.
She paints by day, she paints by night, by harbour
lights, or stars so bright, she paints the boats that
float at sea, they’re much better than a vase or tree.
And when the paints begin to flow, she starts to
paint the captain’s bow. The bows that go upon a
boat must be just so or they won’t float, a fact that
most folk do not know, if out to sea they do not go.
If there’s one thing I will confess, when goats do
paint they make a mess. Just one sheet upon the
ground is not enough with paints around.
With paints flying towards the floor, get lots of
sheets, to be sure. If fields of rye lie by the sea,
then you must lay down twenty-three.
For paint on rye is just not good. What’s true of rice
is not of rye, for they are simply not the same,
hence they have a different name. Paint on rice is a
simple matter, you can just wash off a careless
splatter, but paints on rye just can’t be fixed, as
paint and rye just do not mix.

11 Goats that paint – students’ dictation cards

1. If goats paint boats that float at sea, is there paint for
you and me? My friend the goat, she is a star, her name
is known both near and far, in art circles she’s the leading
light, the things she paints are always right.
2. She paints by day, she paints by night, by harbour
lights, or stars so bright, she paints the boats that float
at sea, they’re much better than a vase or tree.
3. And when the paints begin to flow, she starts to paint
the captain’s bow. The bows that go upon a boat must be
just so or they won’t float, a fact that most folk do not
know, if out to sea they do not go.
4. If there’s one thing I will confess, when goats do paint
they make a mess. Just one sheet upon the ground is not
enough with paints around.
5. With paints flying towards the floor, get lots of sheets,
to be sure. If fields of rye lie by the sea, then you must lay
down twenty-three.
6. For paint on rye is just not good. What’s true of rice is
not of rye, for they are simply not the same, hence they
have a different name.
7. Paint on rice is a simple matter, you can just wash off a
careless splatter, but paints on rye just can’t be fixed, as
paint and rye just do not mix.

12 Goats that paint – Student gapfill page, one-sided version
1. If ______ ______ ______ that _______ at ______, is there
_______ for you and me? My friend the _______, _______ is a
_______, her name is known both near and far, in art circles she’s
the leading _______, the things she ______ are always ______.
2. ______ _______ by day, she _______ by night, by harbour
_______, or _______ so bright, she _______ the _______ that
_______ at _______, they’re much better than a vase or tree.
3. And when the _______ begin to _______, she _______ to
_______ the captain’s _______. The _______ that go upon a
_______ must be just so or they won’t _______, a fact that most
folk do not know, if out to _______ they do not _______.
4. If there’s one thing I will confess, when _______ do _______
they make a mess. Just one _______ upon the ground is not
enough with _______ around.
5. With _______ flying towards the floor, get lots of _______, to be
sure. If fields of _______ _______ by the _______, then you must
lay down twenty-three.
6. For _______ on _______ is just not good. What’s true of
_______ is not of _______, for they are simply not the same,
hence they have a different name.
7. _______ on _______ is a simple matter, you can just wash off a
careless splatter, but _______ on _______ just can’t be fixed, as
_______ and _______ just do not mix.
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Purple Hippo
Goats that paint – Student gapfill page, two-sided version

1. If ______ ______ ______ that
_______ at ______, is there _______ for
you and me? My friend the _______,
_______ is a _______, her name is known
both near and far, in art circles she’s the
leading _______, the things she ______
are always ______.
2. ______ _______ by day, she _______
by night, by harbour _______, or _______
so bright, she _______ the _______ that
_______ at _______, they’re much better
than a vase or tree.
3. And when the _______ begin to
_______, she _______ to _______ the
captain’s _______. The _______ that go
upon a _______ must be just so or they
won’t _______, a fact that most folk do not
know, if out to _______ they do not
_______.

4. If there’s one thing I will confess, when
_______ do _______ they make a mess.
Just one _______ upon the ground is not
enough with _______ around.
5. With _______ flying towards the floor,
get lots of _______, to be sure. If fields of
_______ _______ by the _______, then
you must lay down twenty-three.
6. For _______ on _______ is just not
good. What’s true of _______ is not of
_______, for they are simply not the
same, hence they have a different name.
7. _______ on _______ is a simple
matter, you can just wash off a careless
splatter, but _______ on _______ just
can’t be fixed, as _______ and _______
just do not mix.
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Purple Hippo

/t/s/z/ts/ Crossword 1

Across

2. To move in a stream, like water
3. A savoury liquid, e.g., Bolognese
7. An animal that is similar to a sheep
8. The past simple of ‘To see’
9. Correct, not left, or guaranteed by law
10. A cereal crop, similar to wheat
Down

1. To proceed; the opposite of stop
2. A trip by air.
3. A thing to sit on, for example, in a car
4. Where trials take place
5. To begin something
6. A food crop that is very popular in Asia
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Purple Hippo

/t/s/z/ts/ Crossword 2

Across
3. To rest naturally on water
5. A vehicle that floats
6. The opposite of darkness
8. Horizontal or untrue
9. A group or type
10. A cereal crop, similar to wheat
11. A pathway or classes
12. Liquid that colours
14. An event happening one time only
Down
1. Past simple of ‘To catch’
2. To stop doing something
4. A shining thing in the sky
7. Less than two
8. The plural of ‘louse’
9. Large and flat
12. When something hurts, you feel this
13. Salty water

